This special issue aims to gather recent research efforts and contributions from academia and industry in addressing the security issues in cognitive radio networks. The open and dynamic nature of cognitive radio challenges the conventional wireless security paradigms e.g., cryptography and authentication, which derives researchers and scientists to seek new means to complement the traditional security methods and improve the cognitive radio security. This special issue will bring together leading researchers and developers to discuss and exchange their ideas and recent results in fields of security modeling, design, and evaluation in cognitive radio networks.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

- Spectrum sensing attack and countermeasures
- Spectrum access attack and countermeasures
- Spectrum management attack and countermeasures
- Byzantine attack modeling and analysis in cognitive radio
- Denial-of-service attack modeling and analysis in cognitive radio
- Eavesdropping attack modeling and analysis in cognitive radio
- Information-theoretical secrecy capacity of cognitive transmissions
- Cooperative relay techniques for cognitive radio security
- Multiple antenna techniques for cognitive radio security
- Advanced signal processing techniques (e.g., beamforming, diversity combining, etc.) for enhancing security in cognitive radio
- Cross-layer security mechanism design, implementation, and analysis
- Experimental results on cognitive radio security
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